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SECTION I

Legal Basis, Objective, Scope and Definitions

1. Objective

The objective of these guideline is to ensure safe usage of medicinal products for
human use by ascertaining that adverse reactions are systematically tracked, data pertaining to
this matter are collected, recorded, evaluated, archived, all pertinent parties are contacted,
necessary precautions are taken in order to minimize any damage that may be caused by
medicinal products for human use and to determine the principles and details with regard to
the implementation of regulations currently in effect so that registration holders may conduct
their activities and fulfill theiı' obligations accordingly.

2. Scope

These guidelines encompass monitoring, ıesearch, recording, archival and evaluatioıı
activities which are conducted to ensure the safety of licensed/approved medicinal products
for human use, content and method of required emergency and periodic reporting and
minimum requirements for registration holders to continue their pharmacovigilance activities.

1. Legal Basis

These guidelines have taken as its basis aıticle 22 of "Regulation Regarding the Safety
Monitoring and Evaluation of Medicinal Products for Human IJse", published onMarch22,
2005 in Official Gazette no.25763 and drafted to be implemented with the abovementioned
Regulation.

2. Definitions

Definitions of terms mentioned in these guidelines have been alphabetically listed as

follows:

Adverse reaction / Adverse druq reaction

Refers to a harmful and unintended effect that eınerges during approved normal dose usage
of a medicinal product for human use in order to protect from a disease, to diagnose or treat a
disease or to improve, coıTect or modify a physiological function.

Within this framework, an adverse reaction is considered synonymous with a suspected
adverse drug reaction.

Unlike an event, an effect is defined when a causal relationship between the drtıg and the
occuffence is suspected, in other words, it is defined wheır a healthcare professional repoıtiırg
or investigating the occurrence evaluates it as a possibility. Unless the reporter has
specifically indicated a negative provision with regaı'ding to the causal relationship, aır effect
reported as spoırtaneous gellelally indicates a positive provision by the repoı1er,
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Adverse event (adverse experience)

Refers to an experience which arises subsequent to the implementation of a medicinal
product. It is not necessary to establish a causal relationship between the undesired
circumstance and the treatment.

Minimum criteria for renortability

In order to approve an adverse drug reaction t as "reportable",the following minimum
information must be provided:

(a) A healthcare professional with a verifiable identity who is conducting the report

The reporting individual's identity must be verifiable through his/her:
i) First and last names

ii) First and last name initials

iiü Address
and

iv) Profession (physician, dentist, pharmacist, nurse)

(b) A patient with a verifiable identity

The patient's identity must be verifiable through hİs/her
ı) First and last name initials

or

or
ii) Registration number

iiü Date of birth (if date of birth is not available, age)

iv) Gender. The data must be as thorough as possible.

or

or

or

(c) At least one suspected substance / medicinal product

(d) At least one suspected adverse reactıon.

Minimum data refers to the minimum amount of infoımation that is required for the
presentation of a report. Subsequently, necessary effoıts must be made to gather and present
detailed information as it becomes available.

Upon receiving information directly from a patient (or from a relative) claiming the
possibility that a serious adverse reaction may have occurred, the registration holder must try
to obtain pertinent information from a healthcare professional involved in the care of the
patient. Upon gathering this data, the occurrence rnay be accepted as reportable. When a
patient reports an adverse reaction and presents ııredical documents, if tlre docuınents meet the
minimum data requirement and verify the patient's report, this should be considered sufficieılt
to approve the effect as reportable.
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Euroııean Union Registration Date (EURD)

Refers to the date that the first registration for a medicinal product was granted in the

European Union (EU) to the registration holder.

(EURD is the date that a registration was granted by the European Commissionfor a
medicinal product u,hich was registration within the scope of central procedures in the EU.
For medicinal products whichwere licensed as part of mutually accepted procedures, the

reference is the date v,hen registration was grcünted by the member country.)

Unexpected adverse reaction

Refers to an adverse reaction which does not conform with the Summary of Product
Characteristics (SPC) of the medicinal product for human use in terms of attribute, severity or
result.

In addition, it encompasses class-related effects specified in the SPC, which, however, have
not been emphasized as occuıring in relation to this particular product.

Abuse of the duct for human use

Refers to a continuous or sporadic intentional over-use of a product, accompanied by
haımful physical or psychological effects.

Serious adverse

Refers to an adverse reaction which leads to death, vital threat, hospitalization or
prolongation of hospital\zationperiod, permanent or visible disability or incapacity to

continue to work, congenital anomaly or birth defect.

Serious adverse reactioıı also enconıpasses serious undesirable cliııical results related to
usage beyond the Ministry-approved SPC (for iırstance, prescription for a higher dosage than
suggested), overdosage and abtıse.

When deciding whether an effect is serious in other circumstances, a medical evaluation
mtıst be condtıcted. Significant adverse reactions which do not pose any uı'gent vitalthreat or
do not result in death, but ınay eııdanger the patieııt, nrust be considered as serious.

CIOMS I Form

Refers to the accelerated repoıt fiorm drafted by the CIOMS (The Couırcil for Iırternatioıral
oı'ganizatioııs of Medical Scieııces) I Working Group.

World Reqistration Date (WRD)

Refers to the date on lvlrich tlre first ı'egistration for a ınedioiıral prodı"ıct was granted iır aııy
corıntry in the woı'ld to tlie registratioır holder.
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Comnany Core Data Sheet (CCDS)

Refers to the document prepared by the registration holder and presented in addition to the
safety information, containing materials peıtaining to indications, dosage, pharmacology and
other product-related infoımation,

Comııany Core Safetv Information (CCSI)

Refers to all pertinent safety infoımation, with the exception of those listed in the CCDS
and circumstances wherein local administrative authorities request a particular change, that
the registration holder deems necessary to list. CCSI has the attribute of being the reference
information to help distinguish between "listed" and "unlisted" adverse reactions during the
periodic repoıting of products on the market. However, it is not used in determining the
distinction between "expected" and "unexpected" adverse reactions with regard to
accelerated repoı1ing.

Hıımanifa ropram on Eırlv Access to Medicinerian P

Refers to an arrangement whereby, for humanitarian reasons, a non-ı'egistered ınedicine(s)
is provided free of charge by the company which has developed the medicine to patients who
have a serious or urgently life-threatening disease, whose treatment with registered aııd
cunently accessible medicinal products has been unsuccessful, and who are not able to have
access to clinical research conducted in this area. Iır order to be included in this program, the
product must have concluded its Phase II stage and proceeded to Phase III. (This program is
not a clinical drug research. These programs do not aim to gather dcıta on the drııg's
effectiveness and, even if such data are collected, they mcıy not be used in the procedures
pertainiııg to the registration of the drug by the Minish'y rıf Health.)

Listed adverse drug reaction

Reftrs to an adverse reaction that, in terms of attribute, inteıısity, specificiş, and result, is in
coııformity with the CCSI.

Ifulişted adverse drug reaction

Refers to adverse reactions which have not been specifically indicated as suspected aclverse
reactioıls in tlıe CCSI and whose attı'ibutes, intensity, specificity aırd restılts are not iır
confornıity with the iııforınation set foıtlr in tlre CCSI. Iır addition, it encoırrpasses effects
rclated to the class of rvhich the prodiıct is a meınber, lrreııtioned iır the CCSI, brıt wlrose
occtlll'ence in relation to this prodı.lct lras ırot been specifically indicated,

Periodic Safetv Undate Renorts (PSURs)

Refeı's to the report whose content is regulated iır these gtıideliıres coırtaining updatecl safety
data pertaiıriırg to a registered/approved mediciııal prodrıct fbr huınan LlSe aS well as a
scieırtific evaluatioır repor't ı'egarcliııg the prodtıct's benefits aırd risks, wlıich mııst be
subınitted by the registratioıı/permit holder to the Ministry at iırtervals set forth by tlıe
"Regtılation Regardiırg the Safety Moııitoring and Evaltlatioır of Medicinal Products for
Hı.unan Use" published on March 22,2005 in the official Gazette ııo. 25] 63 .
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Post-Reeistration/Permit Studies (PRS)

Refers to all types of studies conducted within the framework of SPC conditions approved
by the Ministry or under normal conditions of usage. With regard to the requirements of
adveı'se event reporting and PSURs, the aforementioned post-registration studies refer to any
type of post-registration studies that the registration holder is aware of.

Post-Reeistration Safefv Studies (PRSS)

Refers to a pharmacoepidemiological or clinical studies, within the scope of PRS, aimed at

defining or measuring safety risks regarding a registered/permitted medicinal product for
human use and conducted in accordance with Ministry-approved registratioıı/permit
conditions for the paıticular product.

Any type of work wherein available safety data relating to the product will be significantly
affected by the number of patient paıticipants shall also be coıısidered PRSW.

Healthcare Professional

Refers to a healthcare professional, namely a physician, pharmacist, dentist or nurse,

involved in the reportiırg of a suspected adverse reaction.

(If a report is drafted by a healthccıre pro/bssional who is ııot a physician or dentist,
whenever possible, a nıedically licensed iııdividual should provide further details regarding
the ınatter.)

Sienal

Refers to reported data regardiııg aıı unknown or heı'etofore insufficiently doctımented,
potentially causal relatioırship between an adverse everrt aıld the medicinal product for hrıınaıı
ııse. (In oı'der to iss'ue cı signal, more t|ıcııı one ı'eport is generally required, dependiııg oıı llıe
severily and quuliıy of the notificalion.)

Contractcd Pharmacovisilance Service Institution (CPSI)

Refers to an academic, commercial or ot]ler type of instittltion, able to satisfy the coılditioııs
set forth iır tlrese guidelines and approved by tlıe Ministry, with which the registı'ation lrolcler
ııay share its obligations with regard to tlre safety of tlıe ııredicinal product for ]ıuman rıse
specified iır writteır form.

Srıontaneous notification

Refers to the notification of a suspected adverse reaction which, during routine tıse of
medicinal prodtıcts for human use, occurs on a patient using one o[ more nredicinal products
fbr human use, and which has not emerged in any study, by a healthcare professional to the
company and to TÜFAM by filling out the Adverse reaction Notification Form, or if the Forın
is not available, in writing.
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Data Lock Point (Data Cut-Off Date)

Refers to the cut-off date by which data to be included in the PSUR must be incorporated in
the report.

SECTION II

Registration Holders' Roles and Responsibilities, Transfer of Responsibilities

5. Registration Holders' Roles and Responsibilities

The registration holder must assume responsibility for his/her products on the market
and ınust possess an adequate pharmacovigilance system so as to ensure appropriate
execution of required procedures.

The fundamental responsibility of the registratioıı/permit holder is to guarantee the
safety of his/her products.

Therefore, in order to ensure that pharmacovigilance studies are effectively tracked
and that the necessary pharmacovigilance system is established and maintained, the
registratioıı/permit holder is obligated to take all necessary precautions, including personnel
training.

The registratioıı/permit holder pernranently enıploys a plrysician or pharnıacist
ı'esponsible for pharınacovigilaırce, with stıfficient background in this matter, as an
individual in charge of the safety of the medicinal product for humaıı use. The
registratiorı/perınit lrolder must provide tlıe nanıe, professional background and contact data
of the individual he/she has hired as product safety officer (and individuals who will
represent that individual in his/her absence), withiıı a maximum of seven days following the
date of hire, to Turkey Pharmacovigilance Center GÜFAM).

The registratioıı/permit holder ensures participation of the individual he/she as hired as
product safety officer in trainiırg programs organized by tlıe Ministry on pharmacovigilance
or other programs deemed appropriate.

If different product safety officers are assigned to different products, this circumstance
slıould be notified to the Ministry as set forth in the third paragraph. In the event this
individual(s) changes, the individual(s) replacing them should be notified to the Ministry as
set forth in the third paragraph of this article within a maximum of seven days following the
date of hire.

Even if the registratioıı/permit holder conducts his/her pharmacovigilance activities
through a commercial, academic or scientific institution, he/she is required to employ a
permanent product safety officer.
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When registration holders enter into contractual agreements, arrangements conducted
in order to satisfy pharmacovigilance requirements must be notified to Pharmaceutical
General Directorate in clear teıms, in writing on the date of registration and subsequently
when a modification proposal is made to these arrangements.

With regard to two or more registered products with identical attributes except for
their commercial names, each registration holder is required to satisfy his/her
pharmacovi gilance obli gations.

5.1 Pharmacovigilance Unit

A pharmacovigilance unit must have the following minimum requirements:

1. It must employ at least one full-time pharmacologist, clinical pharmacologist or
toxicologist or a physician or pharmacist who has successfully completed a training
program in pharmacology organized by the Ministry or deemed appropriate as well as a
sufficient number of appropriately trained auxiliary technical and support personnel.
(Product safety officer may start his/her appointment upon participating in the first
training program organized after his/her hire.)

2. It must possess a facility appropriate for conducting phaımacovigilance activities, a
computerized communication system that is sufficiently automated, data gathering and
processing abilities such as surveying and the like, a technical equipment adequate for
organizing, managing and evaluating field studies, maintaining pı'oper records and
archives and collaborating with local, foreign and iırternational institutions providing
services in pharmacovigilance, data bases and data networks as well as documents on
standard work methods regarding these tasks.

3. It must have written programs to ensure continuous technical training of personnel.
4. It must maintain a file documenting the service-related training that each technical

enıployee has undergone.
5. It must allocate a special location for archives and employ an archivist.

5.2 Transfer of Responsibility to a Contracted Pharmacovigilance Service
Institution (CPSI)

The registration holder may satisfy the obligations associated with pharmacovigilaııce,
arising from these guidelines and regulation, through an intermediary PSIC in compliance
with the following principles. Under such circumstances, anotarized division of
responsibility document must be presented to the Ministry.

In addition to the above-mentioned five articles, the CPSI must meet the following
requirements pertaining to the minimum number of technical employees and technical
equipment as outlined below:

6. When there is an increase in the number of companies with which it shares obligations
and in the nuınber medicinal products which are under its responsibility, it nıust increase
its personnel size and equipment in propoı1ion to its workload.

7. It must file different company products in distinct archive locations and must specify
company employees in charge.
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In order to commence its activities, CSPI must submit an application file to the Ministry,
proving that it meets the abovementioned persoruıel, facility, equipment and other
requirements and including contact information.

CSPI may coınmence activity upon receiving approval from the Ministry subsequent to its
inspection of the file or, if deemed necessary, subsequent to its inspection on site.

If there is any personnel change at CSPI, newly hired individuals must be reported to the
Ministry within a maximum of seven days.

6. Responsibilities of the Safety Officer for the Medicinal Product for Human Use

It is the product safety officer's responsibility to forward all infoımation, including
information gathered from post-registration studies relating to the evaluation of a medicinal
product's risks and benefits, to Pharmaceutical General Directorate.

He/she is ı'esponsible for:

a) Establishing and managing the necessary system for conducting pharmacovigilance
activities, preparing, updating and implementing standard pharmacovigilance work
methods necessary for monitoring and evaluating all suspected adverse reactions that
have reached company personnel, including medicinal sales representatives,

b) Gathering, recording, archiving and evaluating information peıtaining to the risks and
safety of medicinal products and ensuring that all medicinal product registration files
contain updated information in this regaı'd,

c) Planning and conducting post-registration safety studies, gathering necessary data,
recording and evaluating obtained results,

d) Informing TUFAM of the data gathered as a result of studies and announcements,

e) Upon request of the Ministry, immediately providing thorough and fluid answels to
requested data including information peıtaining to the sales or prescription volume of
the product in question to be able to conduct an evaluation of the product's benefit and
risk balance,

0 Establishing the requisite cooperation and coordination with the Ministry,

g) Providing the Periodic Safety Update Reports as well as othel information and
docunrents requested by the Ministry iıı a timely manner'

h) other activities peı1aining to the management of the company phaımacovigilaırce
mechanism, hence, briefing aııd training of all concerned personnel including medical
sales representatives regardiııg the ınonitoring of adverse r'eactions and their
responsibilities, ensuring the participatioıı of concerned personnel in training eveırts
organized or apploved by tlie Miııistry.

The Product safety officer conducts these activities in accordance with pertaining legal
provisioııs.
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The Product safety officer nıust be knowledgeable about current publications by utilizing
widely used reference and literature research databases (such as Medline, Excerpta Medica or
Embase) no less than once a week (no less than once a month for Turkish data searches) or
through intermediary contracted pharmacovigilance service institutions.
The registration holder must provide the necessary infrastructure that will enable proper
examination of concemed publications.

SECTION III

Reporting
7. Reporting of Adverse Reactions

The registration holder is responsible for notifying Pharmaceutical General Directorate of
suspected adverse reactions in a manner as specified in this section.

7.1 Scope

With respect to registered medicinal products for human use, suspected adverse reactions as

notified by healthcare professionals must be reported.

The following are subsumed within this scope:

. Suspected adverse reactions repoıted as spontaneous

. Suspected adverse reactions emerging in post-registration studies
o Adverse reactions reported in world literature

If the reporting healthcare professional or registration holder believes that there is a causal
relationship between the drug in question and the effect, from a causal ı'elationship point of
view, that effect is considered at least suspect. Spontaneous suspected adverse drug reactions
notified by healthcare professionals must be reported even if the reporting registration holder
does not agree with the assessment of a causal relationship or even if the reporting individual
has not presented an assessment of causality. Adverse events deemed to be unrelated to a
drug by a healthcare professional involved in the patient's treatment should not be repoıted as

long as the registration holder sees no perceptible rationale for a causal relationship.

If a registration holder has absolute knowledge that a healthcare professioıral has repoı1ed
an adverse reaction associated with one of his/her products directly to TÜFAM, the
registration holder choose not to ı'eport this effect in order to avoid a reiterated notification. If
heishe chooses to file a report, in such cases, he/slie must warn TÜFAM that this repoıt nıight
be a replica of a prior report. In such cases, the registı'ation lrolder must provide all available
details to TÜFAM in order to assist iır the identification of the repeated report. The
registration holder must also provide rÜr'aN,t with any additional gathered data regaı'ding the
previorısly reported adveı'se reaction.

Registration holders must verify and track all serious adverse reactions they have repoıted
to TÜFAM. All available clinical data peı1aiııing to the evaluation of the effect must be
presented. If the adverse reactioıı is seriotıs, its fbllow-ı-lp must be condtıcted iır accordaırce
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with the notification period for serious adverse reactions. However, in adverse reactions
resulting in death or vital threat, every necessary effort must be made in order to provide
monitoring data pertaining to the event (in the shortest possible period of time).

7.2 Requirements for Accelerated Reporting

All serious adverse reactions meeting the ıninimum criteria for reportability must be
repoıted in a series within at most 15 days subsequent to receiving notification.

The period for Accelerated Reporting commences when one or more of the following
individuals receive the minimum data necessary for presenting an adverse reaction report:

. Any employee of the registration holder including sales representatives,
ı Safety Manager for the Medicinal Product for Human Use or individuals working

with this authority,
o In instances where the registration holder has a relationship with a second

company (such as co-marketing, institution under contract, etc.) with regaı'd to the
marketing or research of the suspected product, any employee of the registration
holder (administrative notification must not exceed 15 days after the second
company receives the data. In order to ensure satisfaction of these requirements,
a detailed and clear document on the division of responsibiliŞı must be signed by
the registration holder and the second conıpany.)

. In instances wheIe, on a global scale, peı1inent scientific literature can be located,
any employee of the registration holder who is aware of the publication.

7.2.1 Case Reports on Spontaneous Adverse Drug Reactions

A. Adverse Reactions Requiring Accelerated Notification

i) Serious Adverse Reactions Occurring In Turkey

The registration holder must report all serious adverse reactions, occurring within the
borders of Turkey and indicated to hifiı/her by a lıealthcare pı'ofessional, to TÜFAM on an

accelerated basis.

Srıspicious increases in the fl'equency of seıious adverse reactioırs must also be repoıted oır
an accelerated basis. The basis upon which tlre frequency evaluation is condtıcted mrıst be
specified.

ii) Serious Adverse Reactions Occurring Outside Turkey

It is sufficieırt for the registı'ation lıolder to iırclude notifications of occun'ences oı.ltside the
borders of Turkey, iırdicated to hinr in any mallner, in the followiııg peı'iodic safety tıpdate
ı'eport. However, if these reports ıııodify the faııiiliar risk/beırefit plolile of the product
(safety warnings issued in any country of the world, safety-related changes made iıı the
procltıct's curı'ently effective SPCs in tlre sections peıtainiırg to couırter-indications and
warırings/precaııtions, indication ı'estriction, recall, suspension, ı'egistratioıı cancellations,
ctc.), without exception, TÜFAM mlıst be inrmediately ılotitied within a maxiıntılı of l5 clays
sı.ıbseqı-ıent to ı'eceiving the inforııratioıı in questioır.
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Upon TÜFAM's request, the registration holder must immediately provide adverse reaction
reports originating in foreign countries, which play a role in such decisions.

B. Other Spontaneous Adverse Drug Reactions

All other adverse drug reaction reports must be provided within the Periodic Safety Update
Report in a sequential list unless TÜFAM requests otherwise.

7.2.2 Case Reports

The registration holder is expected to be current and knowledgeable about global literature.

The registration holder must follow and archive global scientific literature and must report
published suspicious serious adverse reactions occurring inside the borders ofour country,
pertaining to the use of active ingredient/ingredients within his/her own medicinal products, in
accordance with the categories specified in these guidelines.

In particular, forwarding national or international publications which involve data peıtaining
to our country's population as well as notifications and posters is extremely impoıtant. A
copy of the pertinent article, along with a Turkish translation of the whole article or its
summary, must be submitted in the original language.

7.2.3 Post-Registration Study Reports

All serious suspicious adverse reactions occurring in post-registration studies, which the
registration holder is aware of, must be reported on an accelerated basis to the pertinent unit
of the Pharmaceutical General Directorate (Clinical Phaı'nraceutical Research Unit /

observational Studies Unit) by taking iııto account tlre source (Phase IV Research /

Observational Epidemiological Studies). (The pertinent unit coordinates sharing of
informcıtion with TU FAM).

Blind cases and adverse events deemed to be unlelated to work products must not be
repoıted as spontaneous reports. Bliııded cases where serious unexpected adverse reactions
wele encollntered must be resolved by tlıe Sponsol prior to repoıting. one may repoıt
expected serious effects on an accelerated basis oııly if the blinding has been resolved through
aııy other means. Apaı1 from these instances, cases wlıere serious unexpected efl'ects were
erıcounteıed in blinded works must be urgently repoıted iınmediately following the resolutioır
of the blinding. Non-serious adveı'se events mı.ıst be included in the outline of post-strıdy
repor1s; they do not need to be lepoıted separately.

Provisions of tlre Regulatioır Regarding Pharnraceutical Research, prıblished on Janııary 29,

1993 in the official Gazette,No. 21480 aııd tlre Good Cliııical Practice Gııideliıres will apply
to ı'epoıts drafted in post-registration stuclies with clinical research attributes. Repoı'ts relatiırg
to observational epidemiological sttıdies shall cornply witlı peı1inent regulatioırs.

Tlre active ingredieırt/product name in each spoııtaneorıs adverse reaction case repoıt slıall
be specified as indicated in the repoıt drafted by the first reporter.
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Original words used by the reporter in describing the adverse reaction must be written and,
if necessary, must be translated into Turkish.

The registration holder is expected to track all reports pertaining to serious suspicious
adverse reactions associated with his/her own products in order to be able to access pertinent
information whenever possible. New information which was not available during the drafting
of the first report must be presented in the form of follow-up reports.

7.3 Reporting Forms

With regard to the notification of adverse reactions, the Adverse Reaction Notification
Form, prepared by rÜrav and specified in paragraph 1, article 4 of the Regulation
Regarding the Safety Monitoring and Evaluation of Medicinal Products for Human Use,
published on March 22, 2005 in the official Gazeİte, no. 257 63 , must be used. (See Annex I)

In the event that the form is not available, written notifications are acceptable. Computer-
generated forms may be acceptable so long as they are legible and comply with the
appropriate content and organization.

With regard to vaccinations, the"Po,çt-Vaccination Unwanted Effect Notification and
Examination Form", set forth in the addendum to the general regulation of Post-Vaccination
Unwanted Effect Monitoring Systeın, No. 2003/127-16513, put into effect by the Miılistry of
Health of the Turkish Republic Basic Healthcare Services General Directorate on November
3,2003 upon its publication, and updated as deemed necessary, must be used.

The following information as requested in the Adverse Reaction Notification Form in
Annex 1 must be supplied as thorotıghly as possible. When deeıned necessary, it is possible
to incltıde additional pages to the form in order to provide further information or to include
items considered to be pertineılt, but which may ırot fit into tlıe contents of tlre form.

Registration holders may provide their opiııions as to whether they think there may or may
not be a causal relationship between suspicious pı'oduct(s) and repoıted adverse reactioır(s).
In such instances, they mtlst specify the criteria tlrey have used in coırductiııg their evalı.latioır.
In this regard, tlrey subnıit the CIOMS I Fornı, found in Anırex II, in addition to the
notification form.

A. PATIENT-RELATED INFORMATION

1. First aııd last name initials
2' Date of biıth

If date of birth is unknowır, age
3. Geırder
4. Height (in cm)
5. Weight (in kg)

B. INFORMATION REGARDING TFIE ADVERSE REACTION

1' Descriptioıı and intensity of the adverse ı'eactioır (When condııcting this cle.ıcriplioıı,
medictıl tertninologı ıııı.ıs't be ııscd cıs ınııch cıs' possiblc. Sııch cıs prıu"itııs, apnea, ııı'ticcıı'ia.,
etc...)
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Starting date of the adverse reaction (should be notified as day,
month, year.)
Ending date of the adverse reaction (should be indicated as day,
month, year.)
Result of the adverse reaction (not the result of the disease
treatment but the result of the result of the adverse reaction which
has occurred should be indicated.)

2- criteria of severity (if death has occurred, the reason of death should be classified according
to ICD-10. If autopsy has been conducted, the findings of the autopsy of the autopsy report
should also be attached. It should not be forgotten that death is not an adverse reaction but a
consequence.)

3- laboratory findings (with pertinent dates)
4- relevant medical story/concomitant diseases (any association information which may help
to evaluate the case (allergy, pregnancy, excessive consumption of cigarettes and alcohol,
hepatic/renal impaiı'ment, diabetes, hypertension,...) should be added. With regard to
congenital anomalies, all drugs taken by the mother during pregnancy as well as the diseases
she has been exposed to should be indicated with the last period of date).

C. INFORMATION REGARDING MEDICINAL PRODUCTS USED:
1- name of suspected medicinal product; INN name is the conımercial name is not

known,
2- route of administration,
3- daily dosage (relevant calculation should be performed with regard to drugs

administered with a mğkgcalculation or m3 calculation. In drugs used for curing, the
curing session when the adverse reaction was observed should absolutely be
indicated.)

4- date of starting the drug (should be indicated as day, month, year.)
5- date of stopping the drug (slıould be indicated as day, month, year. If tlre use of the

drug has not been stopped, state CONTINUE. If the dates when the drug has been
used is not certain but a certaiır tiıneframe may be indicated (such as 3 weeks, 2 days)
indicate this period.)

6- for which indication has the drug been used (indicate for which indication the drug lıas
been used without making any abbreviatioııs. In the notifications to be conducted by
the conrpanies, they are expected to classifu the drrıg beiııg used in accordance with
ICD-10. Also the healthcare professionals woı'king in the hospitals which rıse tlris
classification system are expected to make a classification in accordance with ICD-
ı 0).

] - Information on whether the use of drug has beeır stopped at the emergence of the
adverse reaction (the elimination of tlre inteı'ference).

8- Inforınation on whether the adverse reactioıı has decreased if the rıse of the drug lıas
been stopped or the dosage has been decreased.

9- Information oıı whether the drug lıas staıted to be used again upon the elimination of
the adverse reaction prırsuant to stoppiııg the tıse of the drtıg at the emeı'geııce of the
adverse reaction (re-interfereırce)

l0- Iııformation on whether tlıe adverse ı'eaction has r'ecurred after starting to use tlre dı'ı'ıg

again
1 1- with regard to concornitaırt drtıg(s)
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Also all drugs (where possible) which have been used in the previous month before the
emergence of the adverse reaction should be notified. Tlıere may be associations even in
longer periods in some adveı'se reactions such as aplastic anemia, fibrotic effects and
cancer. Also non-prescription drugs, magistral preparations, herbal products and products
used as dietary supplements should be included according to their degree of association.
Nutrients likely to enter into interaction in terms of drug-nutrient interaction should also
be mentioned. With regard to concomitant drugs, the name, route of administration, daily
dosage, date of staıting and stopping the drug and the indication (ICD- 10) should also be
indicated.
The drugs used for the treatment of adverse reaction shall not be regarded as concomitant
use, thus they should not be indicated in the section of this type of drugs.

12. Other observations and comments:

Should there be any suspicioıı with regard to quality problems arising from the
manufacturing or storage conditions, the relevant problem, the batch number of the drug
as well as the expiration date should be indicated.

13. The methods and drugs used for the treatmeırt of the adverse reaction should be
indicated with the dates they have been used.

D. INFORMATION REGARDING TFIE PERSON MAKING THE NOTIFICATION:
1- name and surname
2- profession
3- telephone number
4- address
5- fax number
6- e-mail address
7- signature
8- wlıether the repoıt has been conıınrrnicated to the ı'elevant coınpaıry
9- report date
10- type of report (iıritial, follow-up) (in follow-up repoı1s, the date of the initial report

and where available the registration nuıırber issued by rÜravı should also be
indicated.)

1 1- medical registration no.

E. INFORMATION ON THE REGISTRATION/PERMIT IIOLDER
(to be filled only in case of notifications conducted by tlre registratioıı/pernrit holdeı').

1- name and contact information of the registratioıı/perınit holdeı'(tel., fax, address)
2- contact information of the product safety officer, incltıding nante and surııarrre, e-ınail,

sigırature
3- repoı1 numbel ofthe registratioıı/permit holder
4- date wlren the registratioıı/pernrit lrolder was fiı'st iırfornred
5- notificatioıı date of the repoıt to TÜFAM
6- report type
7- Sollrce of repoı1 (otıtside of Turkey, consllmer, observational study, liteı'ature,

healthcare professional, fi'oın an instittlte, outside aıı iırstitrıte, registration holder,
others,...)(ırrore tlraır oıre optioıı may be selected)
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7.4Impact of the report adverse reactions on a product's general safety profile and its
summary of product characteristics

In exceptional cases where a repoıt adverse reaction has had a serious impact over the
determined safety profile of a product, for instance in cases such as the following:

- relation with a series of similar or associated events repoıted simultaneously,
- first degree evidence of a causal relationship associated with a serious or unexpected
reaction,
- claim about a modification in the character, severity or frequency of an expected
adverse reaction,
- presence ofnew definable risk factors,

the registration holder should indicate these in the report.

Information pertaining to the frequency of adverse reactions should use comprise the
basic data used in frequency estimations (such as total number of adverse reaction reports and
data on number of patients exposed).

In cases where the reported adverse reactions have aır impact over the determined
safety profile, the registration holder should indicate the type of transaction proposed with
regard to the product registration and summary of product clıaracteristics.

8. Reporting Requirements Under Special Circumstances

Regardless of whether the medicinal product is used in compliance with the approved
summary of product characteristics (for instance, including the doses prescribed higher than
the recommended dosage), adverse reactions should be regarded as reportable in accordance
with the requirements of the section on accelerated reporting. (See Subsection 8.7 with regard
to the repoı1ing requiremeırts on excess dosage).

8.1 Reporting rvithin the period between registration application and issuance of the
registration

In the pre-registration peı'iod' any iııformation to be subnıitted by;
- the application holder,
- aııy country where the drı"ıg is tısed withiır the scope of the Humanitarian Program on
Early Access to Drugs,
- and that may affect the benefit/risk evaluation to be submitted by the countries where
the drug is registered, shallforthwith be commtınicated to TÜFAM.

Acceleı'ated spontaııeotls reporting shall not be required in otlrer cases, during tlıe period
betweeıı the registration application and tlıe issuance of registration, except for cases wlren tlre
prodtıct is used in clinical studies.

8.2 Parameters which may cause modifications in the risk/benefit information:

- A report pertaining to an expected/new serious suspected leaction, comprising a valid
evidence oıı the presence of a carısal relatioııship,
- Reports peı1aining to a series of adverse reaction cases, coınprising a potential
ı'elatioırship,
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- Adverse reaction repoıts comprising suspicions of a modification in the severity or
frequency of a known reaction.
- Studies which ınay modify the profile of effectiveness.

In these cases, the registration holder should conduct the relevant changes pursuant to
an evaluation concerning the risk/benefit condition and forthwith notify TÜFAM.

8.3 Reporting of results pertaining to use during pregnancy

Registration holders are exported to follow up all reports prepared by healthcare
professionals, pertaining to the pregnancies where the fetus may have been exposed to one of
their medicinal products for human use. If the reports have been drafted by a patient,
reasonable follow-up studies should be conducted oıl the relevant patient by a healthcare
professional. In case of a long half-life of an active substance or one of its metabolites, tlıis
condition should be taken into consideration when evaluatiııg whether the fetus may have
been affected (i.e., the medicinal products taken befole the gestational period should be
evaluated).

Congenital anomalies that the healthcare professional thinks may be stemming from
tlre teratogenic effect of the drug have to be processed as an accelerated repoı1 and reporting
ı'equirements should duly be complied witlı.

These events as well as other reports concerning anomalies in pregnancy, details of
noı'mal/abnormal results, together with all data on total exposure should be incltıded in the
PSUR. Reports taken from prospective records should also be included in the PSUR and
evalrıated therein.

If, in the period between PSURs, a ı'egistı'ation holder notices a signal of teratogenic
effect (for instance, if he notices a series of similar abnormal pl'egnatrcy results), TÜFAM
shotıld forthwith be notified.

8.4 Reporting Pertaining to Other Post-Registration Data Collection Activities: Surveys
and Patient Registering Systems

A registration holder nray uırdeı'take activities afteı'ı'egistration that enable collection
of iırforırration about products. In stıch cases, there should be a differentiatioıı made between
studies where there is a systeınatic plocess to report advelse reactioırs to the registration
holder aııd those studies wheı'e there is not. only, eveırts that have been reported as stlspected
seı'iotıs adverse reaction related to a specific drug are subject to accelerated repoıting.
Repoıting requirements should be haırdled as in accelerated reports froırr post-ı'egistratioır
stuclies.

8.5 Humanitarian Program on Barly Access to Drugs / off-lalıel Use (Personal
Treatment Drugs)

8.5.1 Humanitarian Program on Early Acccss to Drugs

Use of a drtıg through IJı.ıınaıritariaıı Progranr oır Eaı'ly Access to Drı-ıgs slrorıld be
strictly coırtrolled by the company liable to pı'octıre the clrtıg, aırd slrould be subject to a
pı'otocol. Tlıe protocol should eırable tlre patieııt to be ı'egistered and stıfficiently iı-ıfoı'ırrecl
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about the composition of the drug; and in order to maximize probability of safe use, available
information on the drug's propeıties should be given both to the doctor prescribing the drug,
and to the patient. The protocol should encourage the physician prescribing the drug to report
all kinds of adverse reactions suspected to be related to the drug's use to the company and the

Department of Clinical Studies. Companies should continually monitor the benefit/risk ratio
of the drugs used under such conditions. All adverse reactions stemming from the
Humanitarian Program on Early Access to Drugs should be announced to the relevant
department (Depaıtment of Clinical Studies).

8.5.2 Off-label Use (Personal Treatment Drugs)

In Turkey, TÜFAM should be notified, in accordance with the deadlines stated in
these guidelines, of all medicinal products for human use that are unı'egistered/non-permitted,
but are peımitted to be imported for personal treatment; and adverse reactions appearing
during off-label use of registered products for personal treatment purposes and through
prescription approval.

8.6 Ineffectiveness

Ineffectiveness reports are not ırormally required to be accelerated, but is sufficient to

be stated in the relevant periodical safety updating repoıt. However, in ceı1ain situations,
ineffectiveness repoıts should be treated as an accelerated event folrepoıtiırg puposes:

- Medicinal products for humaıı rıse that are used in treatment of potential|y fatal
diseases

- Vaccines
- Contraceptives

are exaınples of medicinal product categoı'ies where ineffectiveıress has to be handled
as aır accelerated report. During repoıting, aır evaluatioıı including decision should be made.

For instance, if the medicinal product is in reality not suitable (not iııdicated) for the infective
agent, antibiotics used in potentially fatal situations should not be reported. Only potentially
fatal infections, if it's thought that the ineffectiveıress depends on the development of a

resistaırt bacteria strain that was previously consideı'ed sensitive, shoı.lld be reported in
acceleration.

Iıreffectiveness in aılti-neoplastic ageırts, if the said iııeffectiveıress does not indicate a
chaııge in the benefit/risk ratio - for instance, if it does not indicate an unexpectedly low
effectiveness or a higher than expected figure oı'ratio iıı fatalities resulting fi'om an advanciırg
disease- should not be repoıted in a rotıtiıre patterır like an accelerated report.

8.7 Reporting of overdosage and abuse

Situatioırs indicating suicidal teıideırcy and subsequeııtly tlrose indicatiırg the

suspected drug or other drugs causing overclosage should be accepted as adverse reactions and

should be reported to TÜF'AM within the reportiııg period and procedures indicated in the
gtıide.

otlrer than that, reports regardiırg overdosage ı.ııırelated to adveı'se reactioıı (for
iıı,stance, consuınption by cıccideııt or suicide cıltenıpt for recıs'ons other thcın drug

[psyc'lıopalhologicul reasonsJ) and abuse shoı.lld ırot be reported as adverse ı'eaction; bı.ıt
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should be notified as a periodic ranking list. There should also be a part including patient
monitoring and intoxication results in the list. For confirmation that such situations are not
adverse reactions, information on early indications, treatment, and result should be monitored
as regularly as possible.

8.8 Reporting on Misuse

The registration holder should collect information about misuse of his products that
may influence the benefit/risk evaluation; and should repoıt in acceleration to ıÜr'avı aıı
instances of misuse causing suspected serious and unexpected adverse reactions in Turkey, or
serious and unexpected adverse reactions changing the risk/benefit profile of the drug
occurring outside Turkey.

SECTION IV

Periodical Safety Update Reports

9. Presentation of Periodical Safety Update Reports

When a product is registered in Turkey, even if it's not being marketed, the
registration holder should present a PSUR.

During the presentation of PSURs to TÜFAM, registration holders, in the light of ııew
or clranging post-registration iırformation, are expected to present a serious evaluation of
Sumlnary prodtıct characteristics and the benefit/risk ratio of the product. It should be clearly
stated in this evaluation whether there is a need for ftırther research or for any changes in tlre
registration, shoıt product characteristics, patient guidelines, or product information.

PSURs shall be accepted as hard copy, or in PDF format.

9.1 Presentation Periods

Under normal conditions, PSURs should be prepared every six months for the first two
yeals pursuaırt to the registration of the mediciııal product; tlreır anırually folthe followiııg
two yeaı's; aırd for 5 years at the first renewal and for each subsequent renewal. However,
there nıight be exceptions to waive the PSUR requirements lvhen the period is staıted again,
or for biaırnual or annual reports. These exceptions lrave been explained in9.2.3.3'

9.2 General Princİples

Adırıiılistrative information in registı'ation applicatioırs and renewals, and unlisted
serious adverse reactions should be listed in cuılrulative SlılTltnal'y tables both for tlıe relevant
period, and also starting from World Registratioır Date. All other relevant clinical and non-
cliırical safety data should include only the repoı1period.

Tlıe theıne of the report should be the adverse ı'eactioırs of the drug. If the medical
professional preparing the repoıt has not stated otlrerwise, all adverse reaction experieııces
reported spontaneously should be accepted as drug adverse reactioıls. Experiences iıı cliırical
studies and literature cases that have been decided as irrelevaııt to the drug by both the
reporter and the manufacturer/spoırsor slrould be excluded.
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Paıticularly ineffectiveness repoıts on drugs that are used in treatment of potentially
fatal conditions and other medicinal products, such as contraceptives and vaccines may
indicate a serious danger; and from this standpoint, might be accepted as a safety issue. Such
cases should be discussed in the PSUR.

An increase in the reporting frequency of known adverse reactions are generally
considered as relevant new infoımation. Such an increase in repoıting should be mentioned in
the PSUR. Although there is no single standard stating what is the measure of over-reporting
or which method is more appropriate for explaining the subject in figures, registration holders
should give details about the methods used. There should be an opinion stated in the repoıt as

to whether the data indicate any change in formation of adverse reaction or a meaningful
change in the safety profile; and whether an explanation (for instance, the group affected,
period affected) may or may not be suggested for such a change.

9.2.1 Products containing a single active substance

Under normal conditions, all dosage forms and forınulas of medicinal products registered in
the name of a single ı'egistration holder, and indications of a ceıtain phaı'macological active
substance may be included in a single PSUR. Below the same PSUR, making separate
presentations foldata on different dosage forms, iııdications, or Llser gloup (for instance,
children vs adults) may offer convenience in iırspection.

For a new legistlation for a product coııtainiııg the same active substance (dffirent dosage,
dffirent foı'nı, dffirent ı'oute of administı'ation, etc) with a product registered in the nanre of
the registration holder, data lock points used in the PSURs should also be used in the joint
PSURs including subsequent products. However if, under normal conditions, other
conditioırs have not been stated in the clauses for granting tlıe registration, the period of
presentation slıall start again with the granting of tlre new registration. In such a situation,
joint PSURs presented in accordance with the latest ı'egistration period include data
conceıning all previotıs products.

9.2.2 Combined Products

For a conıbiılation of substances registered as a single active substaırce, depeııding upon
coılditioırs, safety inforınation on the fixed coıırbination ırray be reported in a separate PSUR,
oI may be included as a separate presentatioıl iır the report of one of the different coınponents.
All relevant PSURs must ref-er to each other.

9.2.3 Frequency of inspection and reporting

9.2.3.1 PSUR reporting requirements

Unless it is stated otherwise on the registratioıı (See subsection. 9.2.3.2 and 9.2.3.3)'
PSURs should be presented to TÜFAM iır the following teınıs, staı'ting froın EURD:

- Iınnıediately upon request
- Biannually in the two years prırsrıant to registratioır
- Annually in the subsequent two years
-At tlie first renewal
- For 5 years at the subsequerıt renewa
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The birth date of products not registered in the EU is tlıe World Registration Date.

9.2.3.1.1 National report

Apaıtfrom PSUR compatible with EURD or WRD, companies should submit an

additional report including ııational data. The following methods are applied for terms of
national additional reports:

1. For the first two years, national report (or PSUR) is presented every six months
2. Subsequently, PSUR presentation is done based on ABRT or DRT, and in

synchronization with the EU or World period ternıs. (In case the PSUR of this
period including information to be given in the natioııal report, national report nıay
not be presented)

Presentation of a national report coııceı'ning only pı'oducts registered in our country,
and including only national data is sufficient.

Miniınuın information to be iııclrıded in the contents of the natioııal report is listed
below:

- Introduction
- CCDS: Company Core Data Sheet (if different fl'oın the PSUR, iırcluding the latest
copy of the CCDS doctınıent)

- Impoı1ant decisioııs coııcerning drtıg safety
- Ranking lists and/or summary tables
- Coırclusion (a short reııi.ey, o.f neıv infornıation cınd any e/fect on the known drug
Safeıy pro.file)

9.2.3.2 Registration Renervals

Tlre registration holdeı', along witli renewal application. slrould present the PSUR at

least 3 nronths before tlıe validity of tlre drug's registration in T'rırkey expires. This
presentation may be realized beforelıaıld to facilitate coordiıration r.vitlr tlre PSURs regı.ılar

period,

Registration holdeı's slıould lock their data latest by 60 days before preseırting tlre

renewal application. PSUR should iırcltlde tlre period froın the last PSUR. For the first
reııewal, the most recent biaırnual PSUR slıould be subırıitted; iır the subsequent renewal, a

siııgle 5-yeaı' PSUR or the PSUR explaiıred in sı-ıbsectio ıı. 9 '4, together with a bridge
Stlllllrlary report, aıınual or biannual PSURs coveriııg 5 years nıay be presented.

9.2.3.3 Circuınstances under rvhich ryhere PSUR presentatioır
periods may be modified

- In ceıtaiıı sittlations, PSUR subıırission r,vitlr a greater fl'equency ınay be ı'equested as

a coırditioır for registration. In sonre special sittıatioııs, a less-fl'eqtıeırt presentation may not
coırstitı.ıte a problem.

- In any case, it's not possible to sı.lbırıit PSURs less fi'eqtıeırtly than once every five
years.
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- In case of a period of over a year between the launch of a product anywhere in the
world and its registration date, the PSUR peı'iod may be revised. In order to be able to
determine the subsequent order of PSURs, in the year before the fir y
of the drug's birthday may be selected. For instance, for a drug that th

month of 2004 and launchedin2006, the birth date may be chosen 5.

9.2.3.4 Preparation of PSURs in accordance with the World
Registration Date

WRD is used for medical products registered outside the EU. WRD expresses the date
the first registration was granted for the product to the registration holder anywhere in the
world. For products that were registered first in the EU, EURD and WRD are naturally the
same. If the registration holder prefers, for administrative convenience, WRD may be
determined as the last day of the same month. For products that are registered in Turkey for
the first time in the world, the Turkish birthday is also the WRD.

In ordeı'to make periodical safety updates compatible on an international basis, the
registration holder may use DRT instead of EURD to deteımine data lock points in Turkey. If
WRD is used, on the condition that other requirements have not been determined during
granting the registration, the first data lock point must be within the six months following the
date of the EU Marketing Authorization. Regardless of use of WRD or EURD, the PSURs
should always be presented within the 60 days following the data lock point.

9.2.3.5 Granting an additional period for PSUR presentation

In rare cases, the registration holder may request an additional period from the
Pharmaceutical General Directorate for presenting the PSUR. Ideally, this request should be
made before the data locking point.

Such a request should rest on valid reasoırs. Extension of the said period may, for
instance, be reqtıested in the following situatioııs:

- The number of new events ııotified duriııg the term iııcluded iıı the repoıt being too
many regardless of a new and significaırt drtlg safety concern.

- In case tlıere is any new information present iır the pı'eviotls PSUR that the
registı'ation holder or the Pharmacetıtical Geıreral Directorate wish to include in the
subsequent PSUR.

9.2.4 Reference safety information

The puıpose of the PSUR is to determine whetheı'tlıe iırformation recorded in tlie
lepoıting period is compatible with the pl'evious inforınation ol1the safety of the medical
pı'odrıct and to state whether there is a need to nrake aııy changes in the product
characteristics. In order for this comparison to be made, refereırce infornration is required

Tlre registration holders use as refereııce the CCSI within the CCDS tliat incltıdes
otheı'information on safety, indications, determining dosage, and pharmacology'

The CCSI constitutes the basis in deternıining the listed or:talişj[çd adverse drı.lg
reactions. Sumınary of Product Characteristics, on the other hand, coııtiırues to be the
refereırce documeırt forming the basis of expectaııcy (diff'ereırtiation of adverse reactions)
froıı the point of view of reporting after local accelerated registration.
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In the application enclosed to the PSUR, it's impoıtant to emphasize the differences
present between the CCSI and the SPC in Turkey/ the patient leaflets in Turkey.

The CCSI valid at the start of the repoı1ing period should be used as reference for the
biannual and annual reports.

The lists, at the time the PSUR is prepared, when evaluated after the data locking
point, are generally accepted on the condition that the CCSI is used as the source document,
and this being clearly stated in the PSUR text. During continuous evaluation by the
registration holder of the lists at the event introduction and during the report period, current
CCSI version should be used, and in case there are any changes made in the lists in time, their
reasons should be explained. In both cases, changes made in the CCSI since the previous
PSUR should be explained in subsection. 9.3.4 (change in the reference safety information)
and/or in "General Evaluation of Safety".

During preparation of a PSUR with a period longer than a year, or of a bridge
Summary report, it's not practical to use the CCSI list analyses valid at the staıt of the period.
There might be impoıtant changes made in the lists during the period, in accordance with the
evaluation method. In this case, the most receııt CCSI valid at the end of the reporting period
might be used. The ı'egistration holder should guaraııtee explanation of all changes made in
CCSI during the period in the PSUR, subsection, 9.3.4.

9.2.5 Data presentation pertaining to individual event stories

9.2.5.1 Sources of information

In general, data received from the following forır adverse reaction event information
soul'ces are potentially sources accessible to the registration holder, and should be included in
the PSUR:

i. Reportings made directly to the registration holder (or under the registration holder's
control):

a- spontaneous notifications of health professionals
b- clinical studies supported by the ı'egistration holder, off-label personal

tı'eatnrent drugs based on prescription approval, oı' the Humanitarian Program on Early Access
to Drugs

ii. Literatuı'e
iii. Drılg adverse reaction reporting systems of adıninistrative atlthorities

- spontaneous notifi cations and noıı-spontaneous notifications
iv. Other data sources:

a- adverse reaction reports exclıanged betweeır coııtracted Solll'ces (ie, licensor
and registration holder)

b- special record data such as the data fouıld in orgaır toxicity monitoring
centers

c- repoıts compiled by poisoır control centers
d- epidemiolo gical databases

9,2.5.2 Defining an Adveı'se Reaction

The adverse ı'eaction terms used in the PSUR are iıı general takeır fronı tlıe staırdard
teıırriırology usecl by tlre ı'eporting registratioıı holder.
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If possible, in order to define adverse reaction, the adverse reaction terms of the
repoıter making the submission should be used. However, if the terms of the notifying
repoıter are medically not appropriate or meaningful, registration holders, in order to enable
the most correct possible use of original terms, should use the most appropriate adverse
reaction terms in their own terminology. In such a case, the following points should be
considered:

-In order for the information given by the submitting repoı1er to be accessible on
demand, this information should be kept in a file word by word, in its original language along
with its Turkish translation.

- If the registration holder does not agree with tlıe diagnosis of the notifying health
professional, he can mention this disagreernent in the paıt where tlıe events aı'e listed.

- Registration holders should report and try to understand all information on the
exaırrple case report. For instance, tlrere ınight be shown a laboratoı'y aıromaly not
mentioned/evaluated by the notifying repoı1er.

For this reason, when necessary and appropriate, both definitioııs of the fiırding,
indication, or diagnosis may be given in the listed order:

- Eitlıer the original reported version of the adverse reaction; or,
in case of a discrepancy, medical inteıpretatioır of tlre registration holder (should be

denoted by an asterisk or anotheı'ıneans.)

9,2,5.3 Ranking Lists and/or Summary Tables

Preseırt adverse reaction events should be preseırted, according to theiı'sources and
types, as a ranking list and/of Summary table. (See Table 3.2 aııd 3.3 iıl Annex 3).

It shall be srıfficient for this ranking list to incltıde key iırlornration collected oır
events; it does not have to contaiıı all the details. However, wlreır necessary, the Ministry slrall
denıaııd to see all eveırt reports related to tlre effects, which are wislred to be investigated
coınpı'eheırsively.

The registratioır holder should prepare a staııdard listiııg form incltıding those events
clirectly repoı1ed to themselves (See subsection 9.2.5.1.i), iır additioıı to the eveırts notified by
the Ministry. The same should be done for published literatı'ıre; and if the literature has not
been docuınented well, the authoı'should be contacted to try and collect adequate iııfoı'nration.
Iıı addition to this, includiırg data on spoıltaıreous reports fi'onı secoırd or third Soul'ces are;

l . Not possible before the standardizatioır of data elenreırts.
2. Not appropriate becatıse of the possibility to include dı.lplicated, iırcomplete oı

irrel evaırt infbrınation.
For these leasolls, under such conditioırs, Slllılmary tables or coırcise conıpilatioıis

should be coıısidered acceptable.

Apaıt fi'om ranking lists of iııdividual eveırts, Sllnrmary tables of adverse reactioır
ternrs ı.ısecl for fiııdiııgs, symptoııs, and diagnoses in all patieııts should be preseılted iır a way
as to ofTer a geıreral point of view. Iır these tables, apart fl'onr tlıe data iır tlre ı'aı-ıkiırg lists (ftır
ex. A1l serious adverse reactions and all llon-Sevefe tlıılistecl adverse rcactioırs), events ııot
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requiring to be listed (for ex. Non-serious listed adverse reactions) should be taken as a basis
Tlıe details are given in subsectio n. 9 .3 '6 .3 aııd 9 .3 .6 .4 '

9.3 Sample Periodic Safety Update Report (PSUR)

The paragraphs below have been compiled as a sample PSUR. Information is
given on what should be stated in each part. Because PSURs contain registered information, it
should be noted on the cover that the information given in the report and the results are
confidential.

In order for the reader to be able to peıuse quickly the most impoıtant information, the
registration holder should prepare a summary for each PSUR, a sample of which is given in
the CIOMS V report. This sumrnary should be presented at the beginning of the PSUR,
immediately after the cover page.

9.3.1 Introduction

The registration holder should make a short presentatioıı of the product in the
introduction. This presentation should enable the repoıt to be both nreaningful in itseli aırd
relevant to the previous reports and conditions.

Not only the product(s) included in the repoıt, but also (if any) product(s) that are
excluded must be indicated. An explanation should be made about the products excluded (for
instance, it should be noted that these will be analyzed in another report (as in a combined
product)).

9.3.2 Global Registration Status of the Product

Iır this part of the report, cumulative information is given. In all countries where there
are admiııistrative decisions taken for registration, the following information should be given
in a table:

o Date of the registration and of the subsequent renewal
o All kinds of characteristics restricting the registratioır; for instance, if

concerning safety, limits on indications
ı Treatment indications and specialtarget groups withiıı the scope of registratioır
o Whetlrer tlıere is any registration limit in aıry country; if yes, the reason
ı Registration holder's recalling the registration application because of safety

and effectiveness
. Launch dates of the ploducts
. Comnıercial name(s) of tlre products

In geıreral, indications of use, target group treated (for iırstance, clrildren and adults),
and dosage forıns shall be the same in maııy countries where tlre prodtıct is ı'egistered.
IJowever, if there are important differences reflecting exposure of different types of patients
to tlre dı'ug, this inforınation slrould be given. In case of serious differences iıı newly reported
safety information coırcerniııg diffeı'eııt fbrıns of usage, tlris informatioır shall be very
importaıit.
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Due to the facilitation of the inspection, it will be more suitable to pı'esent usage
information in different countries (indication, dosage, form, method of application, age group,
special population, etc) in a table.

Country records should be listed in chroırological order.

9.3.3 Updating the safety transactions conducted by the administrative authority or the
registration holder

In this paıt, details on the types of safety transactions below, conducted in the
reporting term, and in the period between data lock point and presentation of the repoıt should
be given:

o Suspension or cancellation of the registration,
o Non-renewal of the registration,
ı Restrictions on distribution,
ı Discontinuing clinical studies,
ı Changes in dosage,
o Changes in the target group or indications,
o Changes in formulation,
o Urgent safety restrictions.

Safety IeaSonS leadiııg to these transactions slıould be defined, and relevant
documeırts enclosed; all kinds of coırespondence with health professionals stemming from
such transactions (for instance, all Dear Doctor letters should be explained and their copies
enclosed)).

9.3.4 Modifications in the reference safety information

The CCDS including the CCSI valid at the beginııiırg of tlre ı'epoıt term should be
used as reference. The table should be assigned a ırumber and date, aırd enclosed to the PSUR.
The nıost recent revision date sliould also be meırtioııed.

New changes made in the CCSI duriııg the reporting ternr, such as counter-
iırdications, warnings and measures, adverse reactions and iırteractions should be cleally
defined, and a presentation concerning the changed paıts be ıırade. In the next repoı1 and the
next ı'epoı1ing period, the revised CCSI should be used.

Except iıı urgent situatioırs, iırclrıding the designed nıodiİıcations in product
iııforınatioıi material given to physicians, deırtists, plraı'macists, and consutners (iırcluding tlre
patient gılidelines) may take some tinıe. Therefbre, within tlre said period, tlıere may be ııore
"listed" iııfoı'mation in the clraııged reference docuınent (CCDS) compared to those in maıry
otheı' couıltries.

Iır case of serious differeııces amollg the iırforn-ıation giveır in CCSI and SPC (or
betweeır off,ıcial data tables/product clraracteristics clocrıınents appı'oved in a country); tlre
registratioır holdeı' should prepare a short coılııııentary oır local differences and tlre
consequences of these local difTerences oır geııeral safety evaluation, as well as suggested aırd
iırrpleırreırted traıısactions. This Sltlr-ımary coııııneııtaıy slıould be added to tlre applicatioıı
docturıeırt eırclosed to the PSUR, or iırcltıded alnong the otlrer appeırdices in the local
preseırtation of tlre PSUR.
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9.3.5 Patients' use of drugs

Basic information, detailed explanation, and examples concerning patient drug use

are included in tlıe CIOMS V report.
If possible, estimations about the patient's period of drug use should include the

same period as the safety information in between. Even though the drug usage data are based
on information collected in a period which does not completely include the period covered by
the PSUR, the registration holder may make estimations based on available data. When such
an estimation is made, it should be clearly explained which data are used, and why estimating
for the PSUR period is reasonable (for instance; long-lasting stable illness, seasonal use of
drug,...).

Registration holder should always use the same method of calculation in the PSURs
belonging to the same product. If a change in this method is needed, in the first repoıt
includiırg the change, previous (changed) and cunent method and calculations should be
presented.

Instead of figure estimation, other usage data sı.ıch as the no. of patient days, no. of
prescriptions or number of dosage units is also deemed suitable; in such a case, the method
used should be explained.

In bridge summary reports, when each PSUR period overlaps with another, it may
be ınore appropriate to recalculate the patient dnıg use data in a way as to include the whole
period of the repoıt.

In order to arrive at patient drug use estimations, the Defined Daily Dosage (DDD)
concept may be used. If possible and applicable, the data should be presented by
differentiating according to sex and age (particularly fbr pediatric and adult patients).

In case of a group of repoıts iırdicatiırg a potential probleın, details should be given
on a cotıntry basis if existing (together with the locally ı'ecommended daily doscıge), olbased
oır other differentiating characteristics.

9.3.6 Event presentations

In this paıt of the PSUR, becarıse it will ııot be practical to present all adverse eveırts

one by oıre, the criteria used in selectiırg the events preseırted should be explained shortly.

Tlıis part slrould contain the explanation aııd aıralysis of selected adverse events

iırcluding fatality, as well aS llew and relevaırt drrıg safety iııforırratioır collected uırder
ınedical headiırgs or system organ categories.

9.3.6.1 General topics

Follow-tıp infornration concerning the events iılclrıded iır tlıe PSUR may be

collected later. If such aıı inforınation is related to tlre interpretation of tlıe event (for iırstaırce,

if it has an importaııt role in tlre defiırition or aıralysis of tlıe eveırt), it's necessary to iııclı-ıde
tlre new inforınatioır in the subseqtleırt PSUR and iııdicate correctioır or clarification iır tlre
pı'evious event dc fi nition.
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Registration holders are expected to follow the standard, recognized medical and
scientific publications for safety information concerning their own products, andlor to avail
themselves of one or more literature search,/summarize services.

Care should be given to convey such events only once. Furthermore, whatever the
"main source" in an event may be, if there is a literature, it should be denoted, and referred to.

Spontaneous reports coming from consumers or professionals other than health
professionals, and that are not medically confirmed should, only if requested by the
Pharmaceutical General Directorate, be presented as additional ranking lists and/or summary
tables. Still, such reports should not be expected to be analyzed within the PSUR.

9.3.6.2 Events presented as Ranking Lists

The types of events below should be included in the ranking lists:

o All serious adverse reactions and non-serious unlisted adverse reactions
collected from spontaneous notifications

o All serious adverse reactions (that have been connected to the medicinal drug
by the researcher or sponsor) collected from studies, or through the
humaııitarian plogram on early access to drugs

o All serious effects and non-serious unlisted effects collected froın literature
o All serious effects collected fi'om administrative authorities

Spoııtaneously repoıted, non-serious, listed adverse reactions should be presented as
an appendix to the PSUR in the form of an ranking list, only wheır requested by the
Pharmaceutical General Directorate.

Duplication must be prevented in events collected from literature and administrative
sources.

9.3.6.3 Presentation of R.anking Lists

The ranking lists should include each patient only once; no matter how many
adverse ı'eaction terrns are repoıted for the event (See Annex 3, Table 3.3). If there ale more
thaıı oıre adveı'se reactions, each should be meırtioned, but the event should be listed under the
nıost serious adverse reaction (finding, symptoın, or diagnosis) to be deterınined by the
registration holder.

The sanre patient may be experienciııg different adveı'se reactioırs at differeııt times (for
instance, on differeılt weeks during the clinical study). These experiences should be processed
in separate reports. In this case, tlre same patient ırray be indicated in nrore than one ranking;
where possible, refereırce should be nrade to them in the raırkiırg list. The eveırts should be
presented iıl the lbrm of a chart arranged in accordance with the staırdard organ system
classifi cation scheııre.

When preseııting common PSURs pertainiırg to co-marketed prodtıcts, the na[le of the active
substance/ırredicinal prodrıct should be preseırted iır tlre versioıı repoıted by the first repoı'teı'.
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The following titles should generally be included into the ranking lists (See Annex 3, Table
3.3):

o Case reference number of the registration holder
o Country where the event has occurred
o Resource ffor instance, clinical research, literature, spontaneous, administrative

authoriıy)
o Age and gender
o Daily dosage, pharmaceutical form, route of administration of the suspected medicinal

product
o Date of commencement of the adverse reaction (If not (rvailable, the best estimated

date for the commencement as of the beginning of treatment).
ı Treatment dates. (If not available, estimated treatment period)
o The definition of the adverse reaction as repoıted and (where available) as inteıpreted

by the registration holder (Ihe Turkish version should be available). (See section
9.2.5.2 for details).

ı Tlıe result ofthe adverse reaction on a case basis (for instance, recovered, fatal,
recovering, sequeal, unknown). In mrıltiple adverse reactions, the most Severe among
various results should be used and the consequences of adverse reactions in terms of
the patient should be indicated.

ı Relevant comments where available (or instance, ccıııscılity evaluation if the

registration holder does not agree vıith the reported,' concomitant drugs suspected to
play a direct ı'ole in adverse reactions or to play a role throııgh interaction; indication
treated vıith suspected mediciııcıl product(s),' where available, the elimination of the

int erfer enc e /r e s ıılt s of r e -interfer enc e).

It use of more than one ranking list may be useftıl or practical fol instaırce for different dosage

forıns or indications, if this facilitates the presentation and tlre interpretation of difference
days in relation with the prodrıct or conditions.

9,3.6.4 Summary Charts

Normally, a total Summary should be presented for eaclr ranking list. It ııay be rıseful
to use Severe and non-severe adverse reactioırs aırd listed aııd noır-listed adverse reactions or
other distinguislriııg characteristics such as the Source of tlıc repoıt. (See Aııııex 3, Table 3.2

for the sanıple dcıta presentation On Severe qffecıs).

With regard to noır-severe, listed, spontaneous repoı1ed effects, a summary chaıt
should be drafted only where necessary (see sııbsection 9.3.6.2).

The teı'ms used iır these charts should be the ter'nrs rısed by tlre registration holder
wlren clefiniılg the event (see subseclion 9'2.5.2).

tsesides for the cases received fronı administrative atıthorities, the data pertaining to

tlre severe effects obtained fronr other resources (see subsectioıı 9.2.5' 1.lvJ slıould be
preseırted only in a Summaly chart. Where deemed ı.ıse[ul, the charts may be raırked iır terıns
of sotır'ce of intbı'ıııatioır or country, for instance'

If tlıe nunıbeı' of eveırts is very little or iırforınation is iıradeqilate for chaıts, an

explanatol'y definition instead of a table is sııfficient.
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Data in the summary tables, just like the ordering lists that are their source, should
be period data. However, in adverse effects that are both serious and unlisted, cumulative
figures (for ex. all events reported until that date) should be included in the table(s) or
enclosed as an explanatory note.

9.3.6.5 Individual event story analyses carried out by the registration
holder

This part may be used in stating short commentaries on the data conceıning
individual events. For instance, an opinion on specific serious or unexpected findings
(structure, significance, mechanism, reportingfrequency, erc.) should be given here. The
emphasis here should be about individual event discussion; and it should not be confused with
the general safety evaluation (See subsection. 9.3.9).

9.3.7 Studies

All uncompleted studies that reveal safety information (clinical, non-clinical, and
epidemiological) with potential effect on product characteristics, specially planned or ongoing
studies, and published studies concerning safety issues should be discrıssed in this part.

9.3.7.1 Newly analyzed studies

Studies containing important safety iılformation, and stemming fl'om
epidemiological, toxicological, or laboratory research newly analyzed in the ı'epoıting period
should be explained. Method of study and results should be presented in an open and coırcise
manner, paying attention to the usual data analysis and definition standards applied in clinical
and non-clinical study reports. Copies of repoıts should be added only when deemed
necessary.

9,3.7.2 Targeted nerv safety studies

New studies that are planned and continı'ıed specially to analyze a ı'eal oı'assumed
safety issue should be completed (for instaırce, objective, staı1ing date, aırticipated conıpletion
date, number of objects, Suınmaıy protocol).

When possible and applicable, if tempoı'ary analysis is inclucled in the study plan,
iııternrediary results coırcerning ongoing studies should also be presented. When the study is
completed and aııalyzed, final results should be pı'esented iıı the subseqtıent PSUR, as
explaiııed iır subsection' 9.3.7 .I.

9.3.7.3 Published studies

All reports aııd abstracts containing important safety fiırdings aırd pı'eseırt in
scientific and nıedical literature should be suıırmarized with refer'errce to tlıeiı'Sources

9.3.8 Otherinformation

9.3.8.1 Information on effectiveness
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Ineffectiveness information concerning a product used for the treatment of serious or
life-threatening illnesses should be defined and explained.

9.3.8.2 Last minute information

All kinds of important and new information obtained after database being frozen for
reporting may be presented in this part. For instance, important new events or important
follow-up data are among these. These new data are required to be considered in the general
safety evaluation.

9,3.9 General safety evaluation

The registration holder, considering last-minute information (See subsection
9.3.8.2), should present a short analysis of the data presented, and his own evaluation on the
importance of the data collected within the term.

o A change in the characteristics ofthe adverse effects listed (for instance,
violence, termination, target group, etc.)

o Serious unlisted adverse effects in the light of cumulative reports
o Non-serious, unlisted adverse effects
o Comments on whether an increase in reporting frequency of listed adverse

effects and data indicate a serious change in adverse effect formation.

At the same time, the report should specify all kinds of new safety issues (if there's
no new information, then their nonexistence) conceıning the subjects below:

. Drug interactions

. Overdosage experiences and treatment

. Drug abuse and misuse
o Positive or negative experiences during pregnancy
o Experiences of special patieırt groups (for instance, children, the elderly,

organ failure)
ı Effect of long-term treatments

The general safety evaluation containing the points above should preferably be
presented in Turkish.

9.3.10 Risk Management

9.3.10.1 Risk Management Program

If the registration holder is impleınenting a product-specific risk managernent
program, he can explain that program in this part.

9.3.I0.2 Other risk benefit analysis reports

Apart fl'om the PSUR, a comprehensive drug safety and risk/beılelıt analysis
Sllnlmar'y (for instance, all indications being revieweğ should be included in this paıt.

9.3.f 1 Conclusion
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Should specify which safety information is not compatible with previous
cumulative experiences and reference safety infoı'mation (CCSI);
Should specify and explain suggested or implemented transactions

Upon making the decision to change the SPC, the registration holder should submit
the variation application simultaneously with the PSUR and whenever this is not possible,
should present a timetable for the application.

9.4 Contents of the PSUR bridge summary report

The summary report should not duplicate the information present in the PSUR. If
necessary, the applicant should refer to the related parts of the relevant PSURs. Format of the
bridge summary report should be similar to the usual PSUR format, but the content should be
a review and summary of the cumulative information in the PSURs enclosed. The bridge
summary report should include the following:

1. Estimated number of patients exposed to the drug in the period covered
2. Cumulative Summary charts aıranged according to organ category, severity,

and being listed
3. A general summary of safety issues that have emerged during the period,

solved, or still pending.

SECTION V

Post-Registration Safety Studies

10. Company Sponsored Post-Registration Safety Studies

10.1 Scope

This part includes all company Spollsored stı"ıdies carried out to evaluate the saf'ety of
registeı'ed dı'ugs. These include cases where tlre drug has been srıpplied by the Sponsor
company, and wlıere tlre drug has been normally prescribed in generalpractice or hospital
environırıent.

Various data collection methods ınay be used to evaluate safety of registeı'ed drtıgs.
As the ırecessity to shape the method used in accordance with certain prodtıcts or risks is
kııown, this guide defines basic principles to be applied in very differeııt sittıations. Sttıdy
ıırethods iır tlıis field are still being developed, and tlıerefore the foı'ınulations in tlris part shall
be reviewed again to reflect developments in product safety evalı.ıation.

This paıt concerns studies where a known safety issue is beiırg investigated, and/or
wlrere the nuınber of patients included in the stı"ıdy is to make a signilicaırt contributioıl to the
relevant safety infoı'mation concerning tlıe pı'oduct(s). While a study oıl a registered plodtıct is
being conducted, a risk that is noımally outside tlre scope of tlıis gı.ıide may unexpectedly be
deternıiıred. Iır this case, the registration lrolder aııd tlıe Prodtıot Safety Authority slıorıld
iınnıediately inform the Pharnraceutical Geııeral Directolate, and both iır interııediate ternrs
and at the end of the study, should subnrit a slrort ı'epoı1 on the proceedings.

a
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Research conducted after a product is launched; for instaııce, clinical studies
researching new indications, new ınethods of application, or new combinations are accepted
as research on new medicinal products; and are not within the scope of the guide in this part.

In order not to cause any doubts as to a study being within the scope of the guide in
this part or ııot, the company should discuss the designed protocol with the Ministry. In this
subject, working principles stated by the Ministry should be followed meticulously.

10.2 Scope and Objectives of Post-Registration Safety Studies

Post-registration studies may be realized with the aim of determining previorısly
unknown safety issues (forming a hypothesis), investigating potential risks (testing the
hypothesis to prove a causality connection), or approving the expected safety profile of a
product under marketing conditions. These studies may also be conducted to assess specified
adverse effects, or determine tlıe risk factors.

Uırder the following conditions, such sttıdies are consideı'ed appropriate:

. For a drug with an unusual chemical structure or effect mechanism,

. If there's an unceıtainty about the cliııical connection of a toxic effect on
animals,

o If there's an uncertainty about the safety profile,
o If there's a need to assess the adverse effects deterınined in clinical studies

better, and to explain the risk factors,
o If there's a very specific use that should be monitored by a specialist.

The most stıitable method here may be one of several nıodes of sttıdy including
cohort sttıdies based on observation, event supervision or event control sttldies. In the
evaltlatioır of safety of registered products, clinical sttıdies (for iııstaııce, rarrdorrıization) may
also be used, Stıch cliııical studies should be coııducted in accordance with regulations.

Tlıe working alTangements to be used depeııd on the objectives of tlıe study. Tlrese
objectives slıould clearly be specified in tlre sttıdy pı'otocol. Al1 kinds of safety issues to be
investigated slioı"ıld be specified in the protocol, and tlıese subjects should be the aim of the
ı'ecomrııended nıethods.

10.3 Study Types

10.3.1 C)bservational cohort studies

Patients should not be subscı'ibed any drı-ıgs apart fl'oın tlıose tlıat nray be used in
norııral ınedical pı'actice. Iıı order for a study to be accepted as based oır obser'vation, there
shorıld be ıro ı'estrictions oıı the physician, 0I any influence oıl ııornıal clilrical practices.

Poptılation studies shoı.ıld represent the gelıeral user poptılation as muclr as possible,
aırd in accordance with tlıe objectives of the study' except for cases where ther'e's a special
target populatioır (for instance a study concernirıg the eldcrly). it should ııot be selected
specifically, Exclusion criteria should be limited to tlre counter-indications deter'ıııined in the
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SPC. In subsequent studies following these transactions, SPC on all products used should be
given to participating physicians.

observational cohoıt studies should normally include a suitable comparative
group/groups. The comparative group(s) shall include patients with illness/indication(s) that
is/are the object of study, and these patients shall generally be treated with altemative dıugs or
methods.

The decision to prescribe a product should clearly be distinguished from the decision
to include that patient in the study. The reason for using the drug must be entered by the
prescribing physician into the patient records among study documents.

Minimum and maximum number of patients that may be included by a single
physician should be specified in the protocol.

10.3.2 Case control studies

Case control studies are generally conducted retrospectively. Comparison is made
anong cases where the investigated illness/event is present and exposed to the drug; and
suitable contı'ol groups. The study should be designed considering factors such as bias that
nıay affect the scientific results of the study.

10.3.3 Case supen,ision

The aim of case supervision is to investigate patients with illnesses, some of which
may be related to the product. The registration holders sponsoring such studies should be in
close commrınication particularly with relevant administrative authorities, to determine the
most suitable arrangements for reporting the events.

10.3.4 Clinicalstudies

Soınetimes, in order to explain adverse effect nıechanisms and deteı'mine directioırs
of nreasures, special (for instance, pharmacokiıretic, pharnracodynamic or phaımacogenetic)
clinical studies have to be conducted. Compreheırsive c]iııical studies may also be beneficial
in researchiııg post-registration safety issues. In these types of studies, raırdomizing may be
possible, bı.ıt fl'om other standpoints, it's necessary to try and investigate the patients under as
norııral conditions as possible. Exclusion criteria, if not particularly relevant to the objectives
of tlre study, should be limited to the counter-indications specified iır the SPC. Clinical strıdies
slıorıld be in accor'daııce with the principles of GCP (Good Clinical Practice). Post-ı'egistration
studies that have initiative clinical research specificatioırs should be lealized in accordaııce
r,vitlı relevant ı'e gulations.

10.4 Relations with the Pharmaceutical Geneı'al Directorate

Registration holders suggesting post-registration sttıdies slrould discuss the dı'aft
protocol at an early phase with the Pharnracerıtical General Diı'ectorate. and indepeııdeırt
experts.

Special safety issues that may reqtıire investigatioır ınust be partictılarly noted
Relevant natioııal legal requiı'ements, regulations, aırd gtlide1iıres slrorıld be coırsidered.
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Before the study begins, a protocol should be made specifying its objectives and
taı'gets (including the explanation for statistical analysis and sample size), methods to be used,
and records to be kept. The registration holder should present the Pharmaceutical General
Directorate the protocol and recommended physician coırespondence at least a month before
the date planned for the beginning of the study. The responsibility for conducting the study
should belong to the sponsoring drug company.

The registration holder should notifu the beginning of the study, and normally within
six months, or aS the authorities demand, should present a shoıt report on the development of
the study.

In cohort studies, the development reports to be pı'esented to the Ministry should, at
the minimum, contain the following information:

o Nuınber of patients determined in accordance with the study, chaıts on
patients accepted and monitored,

ı Total exposure estimate of the product to be studied, on a patient-year or
month or day basis,

o Condition of all patients completing the study (for instance, in
treatınent/treatınent ended, deceased, not nronitored)

o Clrart showing the reasons why treatnıent was abaırdoned during study,
o Table of all serious adverse events (digital and also as a raırking list).

If there ale more than one product studied, the data shorıld be reported separately for
each product.

In geıreral, only the data listed above must be included. Tlre Pharnraceutical General
Directorate may require additional information after ı'eviewiırg the repoıt.

Usrıal adnıinistrative requirements on ı'epoıting sus1ıicious aclverse effects should be
met. Registration holders should ensure notificatioıı of seriotıs stıspicious adverse effects to
tlıemselves, and latest within fifteen days of this notificatioır, slıoı-ı[d teport these effects to tlre
relevant depaı1ment (Department of Clinical Studies for Cliılical Studies, Department of
observational Studies for obseı'vational Studies). Those events that were not suspected to be
an adverse effect by tlıe researcher, aııd non-serious adverse effects and eveııts shotıld ııot be
repoıted one-by-one, but srınımarized in the final report' Reports oır serious adverse effects
surfaciııg dtıring post-registration studies shorıld be included in the PSUR. The officeı'
Responsible for tlre Safety of Prodrıcts for Human Medicinal Use slrould notify ıÜpavı of aıl
other information on the medicinal product's benefit/risk evaluatioıı, iııcluding post-
registration safety strıdies.

Tlre final ı'epoıt of tlre study should be sent to the Phaı'maceutical Gelrelal
Direotorate within 3 moııths after tlıe study has been completecl. Tlıis sl-ıoı-ıld preferably be a
fiıll report; lıowever, within 3 months after the study ends a short pı'eliniırary ı'epoıt, and then
within tlre next six months stıbmission of the full report is also acceptable. Registration
holders should pl'epare the coırtents of tlre report in accoı'daırce lvitlr Gooel Cliniccıl Practice
gtıidelines.
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It may be necessary to conduct certain adaptations in accordance with specific
requirements of the sttıdies.

10.5 Promotion of drugs

Post-registration studies should not be planned and conducted to promote the use of
drugs.

Company representatives should not participate in operations that can be deemed
promotional activities.

10.6 Physician participation

Depending upon the work conditions of the physician, a payment within the
framework of a nationally accepted wage scale may be offered to the physician for the extra
time spent and expenses incuıred.

No incentive in a scale as to influence tlıe decision of participatioır in a post-
registration sttıdy may be offered, demanded or given to a physiciaır.

10.7 Ethical matters

Highest possible professional implementatioıı and coırfidentiality standards should
be ensuled and national laws on data should be obseı'ved. Patient's right of confidentiality is
the most iınpoıtant issue. Patient identity should not be disclosed in the study docuınents; and
only aı"ıthorized pelsons should be able to access identitiable personal details in case data
confirınation procedure requires identificatioır of these details. Ideııtifiable persoılal details
should always be kept confidential. (See Good Cliniccıl Practice grıidelines).

Respoırsibility of finding the iırfoınration froırı pelsonal nıedical records beloırgs to
tlre nredical arıtlrority (aı.ıtlrorities) responsible for the patient. Suclı iırforırıation should be
directed to the nredical executive appointed by tlie Spollsol', aııd respoılsible for tlre use of
sııch inforırratioıı tlrereafteı'.

SECTION VI
Evaluation

1l. Pharııracovigilancc Evaluation Pursued in the Post-Registratioır Period

The issı-ıance of registration to a medicinal pı'odrıct iırdicates that, iır tlıe light of tlre
informatioır available at tlre date the doctlıırent is issuecl, tlre pı'odtıct has a satisf-actory
beıref,ıt/risk ratio witlriıı tlıe conditioırs defined in the SPC.

After being ı'egistered, tlie prodrıct shall be rısed iır an environırıeııt diffcreırt fi'oırr
that of cliııical sttıdies, and by a mrıch greater grollp of people. More inforırration tlrat caır
intlueırce the prodııct's beıre1it/riskratio shall stırface. Evalı.ıatioır of this iırforırratioır is a
coırtiıruotıs pl'oCeSS botlr for the drug con-ıpanies, aırd for tlrc ac1ı-ıriııistrative atıtlıorities.
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Both the registration holders, and the administrative authorities should follow up all
ı'elevant information to execute their responsibilities below:

To ensure that the necessary process is conducted in the face ofnew
evidence influencing the benefit/risk ratio
To infoım medical professionals and patients by direct communication, about
any changes in the registered product.

When new or changing information is collected that nıay influence the benefit/risk
ratio of a medicinal product, the registration holder should forthwith inform the
Pharmaceutical General Directorate.

l1.l Principles of Benefit/risk evaluation

Total benefit/ı'isk evaluation should consider all the benefits and risks specified
below, and balance them. Benefit/risk evaluation should be done separately for all indications
that may influence the results and procedures to be done.

11.1.f Benefit evaluation

When a new or changing risk emerges, it is very important to re-evaluate the benefit
of the ııedicinal product by using all curreırt data. The benefit of a nıedicinal product might
be seen as a decrease in the intensity of the illness as a result of that pı'oduct's use. The benefit
consists of three parameters:

(1) How much tlıe ınedicinal product treats or cures tlre illness, or alleviates the
symptoms

(2) Rate of responders
(3) Period of responding to the treatment

All kinds of present iırfoı'nıation that may influence the evalı"ıatioıı of tlre product's
benefits, on nrisuse oı' the level of compliance in cliııical studies sliould be noted. Quality of
different evidences of benefit should be consideı'ed. Effectiveness and benefits should, as

nıuclr as possible, be expı'essed quantitatively in a way that is comparable witlr tlıe risks.

11.1.2 Risk evaluation

Risk evalrıation includes a progressive process reqtıiı'iııg deternriıring, confirıning
(including specifying the risk cleteı'ıninants), specifying the clraracteristics, and digiİa|izing
the product safety risks in the group using the product. Total evaluation of the risk should
consider all ı'elevant information, including those below:

o Natioııal and international spontaı-ıeous adverse efTect repofis,
. Adverse effect data collected from observational and experinreırtal cliııical

studies sponsored or not sponsoı'ed by the cotnpany,
. In vitro and in vivo laboratory experinıents,

" Worldwide scientific literature,
o Congenital anomalies/records oıı birth defects,
. Research on pharınaceutical quality,

a

a
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a Data on sales and product use.

When potential safety risks are determined that may influence the total benefit/risk
ratio of the product or that have the possibility of interaction, the registration holder must
recommend suitable studies. These studies should analyze in detail the structure and
occuffence frequency of the said risks, on the condition of not constituting an unacceptable
risk for the patients analyzed.

The important issued to be specified in risk evaluation are the following:
- Causality association evidences
- Severity
- Absolute and relative frequeırcy,
- Presence of risk factors that may ensure taking protective measures.

Natures of different risk types should be considered.

I 1.1.3 Benefit/risk evaluation

If possible, both benefits and risks should be evaluated in absolute terms, and
comparatively among different treatments. Evaluation of the degree of risk as acceptable
depends on the seriorısrıess of the illness treated. For instance;

In treatment of aıı illness with a high degree of fatality, if it can be proven that
there are more benefits to the treatment, serious adverse effect risk being high
can be tolerated.
For drugs used for chronic diseases or in treatıneırt of iırcapacitating diseases, if
there's a significant improvement in the qtıality of life or the prognosis, the risk
can be tolerated up to a ceıtain degree.
In cases when the basic benefit is to alleviate symptoms of insignificaırt illnesses
of healthy iııdividuals; or when individuals ale being treated not oııly foı' their
own good, but also for the good of the coııımtlnity (for instance, vacciııations)
safety standards should be very high.

11.2 Developing thc bcncfit/risk ratio

The registı'ation lrolder should try for the product to have as high a benellt-risk ratio
as possible; and in the grotıp being treated, the adverse effects of a medicinal pı'oduct ırot to
be more than its benefits. The beırefit/risk profile of a nrediciııal product cannot be evaluated
by itself; it sholıld be coınpared with other treatnreırts of the same illness.

The bcnefit/risk ratio caıı be improved by increasiırg the benefits, oı'by decreasiırg
the risks througlr nriniınizing the risk factors (for instance, paı1icularly by restricting use in
patieırts under risk, decreasiııg the dosage, applying pre-treatııreııt tests to deternıine patieırts
uııcler risk, and closely nroıritoring during treatıneırt to enable early diagnosis of revocable
daırgers). Wıile suggestiııg nteasures to iınprove the benefit/risk ratio of a prodtlct (foı'
iırstaırce, iır a patieııt gl'oLlp to whom it will possibly be beneficial, or by restrictiırg drug use
where tlrere's no otlrer alteı'ırative) feasibility of these measufeS rınder ıroı'mal conditioııs of
use slrorıld be coırsideı'ed.

a

o

a

Some measllres within this context are listed below:
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l. Changing the registration on indications, dosage recommendations, counter-
indications, warnings or adverse effects, and consequently;

-Changing the SPC and the patient guidelines to make them compatible with
the registration;

- Changing the promotion materials.
2.Direct communication of important safety information to medical professionals

(for instance, by letter and/or newsletter)

When new and important safety issues emerge, registration holdeı's should take new
and urgent safety measures (restrictions) to meet the risk. These measures must immediately
be discusses with TÜFAM. When, following a valid applicatioıl, no objection is heard from
the authorities, urgent safety measures may be announced, aırd the variation on the subject
submitted to iEGM without delay. The urgent safety measure might also be started by the
Pharmaceutical General Directorate Application for variation should be made latest by 15

days after the safety restrictions begin.

If there's a significant variation in the safety information in SPC, relevant health
professionals must immediately be informed and the new SPC given. The patient guidelines
handbook should also be updated and offered for use along with the product.

11.3 Recalling a product from the market due to bcnefit/risk reasons

In the event of the withdrawal of a product due to any reason in aıry part of the world,
the Pharmaceutical General Directorate should forthwith be infoımed about the planned
transactıon.

In case tlıe total beırefit/risk ratio is regarded aS unacceptable, the registration of tlre
relevant medicinal product should foıtlıwith be recalled and the Pharmacetltical Geııeral
Directorate should foı1lrwith be notified.

This transactioır may be coırducted voluntarily by the registratioıı holders. T'he

Pharııracetıtical Geneı'al Directorate should be notiIiıed significantly iır advaııce abotlt the
plamed transaction,

In case it is deterınined tlıat tlıe product is harıııful iıı regular Llsage conditioııs, the
Phar'maceutical Geııeral Directorate nray suspend the registration or annul it for the puıpose of
safe gtıardiııg public healtli.

11.4 Communication

'fhe content of public announcements, the letters writteıı to healthcare professionals
aırd the otlier letters seııt from the registration holders to healthcare professionals, patients and
the public slrould always be decided together with the Pharmaceutical General Directoı'ate and
the tiıne schedtıle witlı regard to the distribution of this cor'respondence shotllcl be desigılated
with tlie relevant atıtlrorized tınits. The procedure for the distı'ibrıtion of infbrııiatioıı slrould
preveııt the infornratioır fi'oın being corrrnıtılricated to the Plrarnıaceutical Genelal Directoı'ate
later thaıı to healthcaı'e professionals, patients aııd tlıe public.
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ADVERSE REACTION REPORT FORM
Turkish Pharmacovigilance Center

D TNFORMATION PER'|'AINlNC TO REPORI lNG PITRSONS E tN[oR|\'1ATIoNPERt^lNlNcToREClSTRAl lo.'/P[RMl'|-HoLDElt(Tobclillcdonlyiı
case ot reporls 5ublnittcd by the registratiol1/pgrnıit holder:
Nanıe. sıırıanrc And contact inl]olmaıioI ol'Drilg sıl'ety o|llccl

1 3 . Ad*",," ,"o"tion: (Iogcıllcr ırith thc dfugs used lbr treal[rent and thc datc ofusage (ila}'/nıontlı/1ear))

l Nanıe of
suspected drııg

(Dav/Month/Year)

Year)

l. Describe the Adverse
reaction

B. ADVERSE REACTION(S)

I Patient
Initials

2

Age

Used in thc Trcatilıcnt ofthe Ad\erse

2 Roülte of
Adıı inistı ation

Day/Month/Year

2a Date of Birth

Reaction Onset
(Day/\4ontlı/Year

3 Daily
Dosage

4 Date lor
startrilg
ınedication
(day/ınoıtl/year)

Female
Male

3 Sex

Ending Date

5 Date o[
quitting the Drug
(day/ınontlı/year)

4 Height cm.

6
I ild ication

Unknown
Other

Recovered/Healed rvith
Sequeal
Conlinues
Ternıinated rı,ith death

Recovered/Healed
Recovering/Healing

Result

5. Weight: kg.

l2 other oL.scn'atioİs and CoDDeilts: (ln case ofa Plobleıı
rclated r\iıll ıhe quality ofıhe NIeıJicinal Producl for lJ(ııan Usc'
Pleasc indicate the [Jatch Nunıbcr ofthc suspecled Pfoduct, its
E\Diration Datc alıd thc Relcvaıı Problcın)

Yes No
Unklıolı,n

Yes No
I Inkııown

Yes No
[J ııknorv n

7 Has tlıe
drug bceı
qu itted?

Ycs No
Uııknorvıı

Yes No
Uıknorvn

Ycs No
Un k n oş,n

8 llave
adveıse
reactıons
deoıeased
rvhc n

qu ittiıg
the drug
or
lorveı iııg
the
dosage?

IJas atıtopsy been
conducted?
Yes No
(Ifyes, attach tl-ıe ıclevant
doctınıent)

Reason for death ifthe
patient has died

Calısed Penıranent or
Significant Disability or
lncapacity
Congenital Anomaly
and/or Birth Defect
Other

Life Threatening
Caused Hospitalization
and/Or Prolonged
Hospital ization Period
(..days)

Check the suitable box
Death
Day/Month/Year

2. Severity Criteria

Yes No
lJnkıorvıı

Ycs No
[Jlıknorvıı

Yes No
Unknoıvıl

9 Has the
drug been re-
aduıinistcred?

Ycs No
Uıknoıvn

Ycs No
Unknorvn

Ycs No
I Inkırorvır

adverse
ıeActlons re-
occtıncd
rvlıcn ıe-
adııinistering
the drug?

9 Dıte olRepofl:

7 Signaturc:
4

4 Address:
4 Addıcss
l Naİre sılrnaIlıe

l I ]\rc(lıcaı Reco(| No:

l0 1 ype o[Rcpo(
First Follo!v-Up

3 [-]as thc rePo( also bccn notilled ıo tlıe
coilıpıny?

6 E-nıail
5 Fa\
I 'l'cl No:
2 Profession:

g Date olıhis RcPort:

8 Da(c olFirst Nolifrcntion o[ıhc
Rcgistratio[/Pernrit I io]dcr

6 Report NUnıbcr ol RcgistratloIVPcı n]it

Hrıldcr;

4 AddIcss ol'Reci5tritioıVPeIliliı Hol,lCI:
2 Tcl No:

l Nanıe of Resistratiol/Pcrnıiı llotdcr:

lnstitute Oth.r than the IDstitutc
R.,'i\ll,lüiotr hoId.l ollıcrs

tlcılthcarc pı olessioııal
a) Ph)'siciin b) Phafil]acist c) Dentisl l)) Ntırsc

7 Source ofl(eport:
];orcisn (:on9tlil)cı

Obscrvatiolal Study
l,iıeı atııl c

lıitial Folloıv-tJp
5 -]'vnc 

01 Renort:
3 Fıx:

Ailile\ 2:

0ll2 109 7l I8 tcl: 0ll2 109 51 97 Pleaseconrpletc thc lonnas as nray a pnuc to lhc foiln
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SUSPECT ADVERSE REACTION REPORT

I REACTIONINFORMATION

7-I3 DESCR]BE
REACTION(S) including
relevant testYlab data)

I PATlENT
IMTIALS
(first, last)

la COUNTRY 2 DATE OF BIRTH 2a AGE 3 SEX 4-6 REACT]ON
ONSET

PATIENT DIED

INVOLVED OR
PROLONGED
INPATIENT
HOSPITAIIZ ATION

INVOLVED
PERSISTENCE OR
SGNIFICANT
DISABILITY OR
INCAPACITY

LIFE THREATENING

t-I2 CHECK ALL
APPROPRIATE TO
ADVERSE
REACTION

II, SUSPECT INFORMATION

l8 THERAPY DATES (lrodto)
I7 INDICATION(S)FOR USE

rs DATLYDOSE(S)

I 4 SUSPECT DRUC(S) include generic name)

I9 THF.RAPY DIIRATION

I6 ROUTE(S) OF ADMINISTRATION 2I DID REACTION REAPPEAR A-t. tER
REINTRODUCTION?
YES NO NA

20 DID REACTION ABATE AFTER STOPPTNC DRUC?
YES NO NA

2] OTHER RELEVANT

DATE OF THIS REPORT

24c DATE RECEIVED BY MANUFACTURER

24a NAME AND ADI'RI-lSS ()F MAN(ilJA(lTtJRFlR

25a REPORTTYPE
INTTIAL FOLLOW.TJP

24d REPORT SOURCE
STUDY LITERATURE
HEALTH PROFESSIONAL

24b MFR CONTROL NO

Annex 3

Periodic Safety Updale Reports
Tables 3 l-3 3

Table I l:
Individual Presentation of lndividual Cas Stories
(S@ Subrcction I 4 I 6 forDetailed expla[ation)

' Media||y non-confirmed repo(s milsi be attaclıed to lhe PsUR as a ranking lisı and/or special chart

'* The ranking list should bc atüached to the PsUR otrly in caşc ofdeilrand from lhc Pharmaceutiql Genelal Dir€ctorate
S:Severe
L:Lisıcd
R=Regarded to be related with the Researchcr ofthc sponsor
NS=Non-severe (Noı Severe)
UL:Uillisted

Table I 2:

sınıplc sPeciAl chı11"

CNS
Ha uc na o ıs'
eıc
etc
Sub-to a

Ro.lV (vç|eİl/2dverre rcaclion lerln
2

snonlaneouVAd İıi D istral ive al ılhorilies
0

(llanical Researches
0

Litcratilre

3 (ıher sourcğ
- Administrativeauthorities
- Contracted partners
- Registcr re@rds

2 Liaeralure

l Reports Submitıed Dir@tly to the
registration holders

- Sponlan@us adverse reaction
reports*

_ Studics aıd early dnlg access

Source

S

s

s

s
NS I'I,

s
NS UL
NS L*T
SR

Tvpe ofCase

t

+

t

onIv Sıımııırv Chat

+

+
+

+

+

+

Ratrking l.isı ınd sıımnraru (]h^d

seveıe AdyĞrse Reacıioils
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TOTAI,
Etc

CV
Etc
Etc

Sub{otal

oses)

dillerent tables, etc )

Table 3 3:

Annex 4
PsUR presentation templıtc

REGISTRATION
HOLDERNO

COUNTRY SOURCE AGE/GENDER DAILY
DOSAGE
Mğday

DATE OF
COMMENCEMENT
OF REACTION
Or the period before
the commencement

TREATMENT
DATES
or trğtment
period

DEFTNI I ION
OF THE
REACTION

RESULT COMMENT
ON THE
RESULT

<Batch no. > PERIODIC SAFETI'UPDATE REPORT
İelevant

ACTM SUBSTANCE(S)r <Namc(s) >

ATC CODE(S): <Code(s) >

Name of medicinal Producü Regislration Number Registration Dale
lndicate Date of Binv.r:

Registration Holder

WORLD REGISTRATION DATE; <Date>

PERIOD COVTRING'THE ROPORT:
From-to (Data lock point)

DATE OF THIS REPORT:
Date

VoLUME: Nulnber / Toıal nılmber of volumes

OTHER INFORI\'ATION:
<other disıinguishing or explanatory information, upon the oIlhe regisıraıion holder>

slGNATURE: <signalııre>

DATA LOCK POINT OF THE NEXT REPORT:
<Date>

NAME AND ADDRESS OF REGISTRAI]ON HOLDER;
<Name>
<Address>

NAT4E AND CONTACT INFORMATION OF THE OFF]CER RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SAFETY OF THE MEDICINAL PRODUC] FOR HUMAN USE:
<NaN-
<Address>
<Telephone numbcr>
<Fax nuınber>
<e-mail address>

LIST OF BATCH NUMBERS
<Batch numbers> <period oIcoverage>

DISTRIBUTION LIST
<coınpetent aulhority> <Number oIcopies>
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